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I turned the corner and there it was. The Death Star, as locals call it, because 

it’s star-shaped, imposing, and has a helipad on the roof. Also known as 

the Queen Elizabeth University Hospital in Glasgow—a state-of-the-art, 14-

floor hospital completely interlinked, part of the National Health Service in 

Scotland—it was the site of the NOTSS Master Course I was invited to join. 

https://thedoctorweighsin.com/author/maggi/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_Elizabeth_University_Hospital
https://127xwr2qcfsvmn8a91nbd428-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/surgeons-non-technical-skills-1500x988-px.jpg


In my exploration of what makes a good surgical team, I came across 

“Teamwork Assessment Tools in Modern Surgical Practice.” That article 

inspired me to write Can Surgery Teamwork Save Your Life?, describing one of 

the best assessments, Non-technical Skills for Surgeons (NOTSS). 

Any excuse to travel is all right with me. So when the Royal College of 

Surgeons-Edinburgh offered a NOTSS Master course on a day I could be 

available, I headed to Glasgow for a few days of Scottish music, single malt 

scotch, and museums before the course. 

Training surgeons in non-technical skills 

NOTSS is a program to train surgical residents (and more senior physicians) 

in non-technical skills—the behavioral pieces of optimal surgical performance. 

Mr. Simon Paterson-Brown (UK surgeons who are accepted into the Royal 

College are called Mr, Miss, Ms, or Mrs rather than doctor) and Mr. Simon 

Gibson kicked off the day with the usual medical statistics about using 

checklists in the operating room, or theatre, as it’s known in the UK. Routine 

use of checklists halves surgical mortality, from 1.5% to 0.8% 

Using a checklist might have prevented Sheila Hynes death in March 2017, 

after her new heart valve was put in upside down. The two Simons asked us, 

“What goes wrong in your theatre?” Reasons for errors include the pressure 

of time, distractions, last minute changes, inadequate preparation, 

assumptions, inadequate help, incomplete information, and the “system”—

people, resources, and how they are dispersed. 

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/srp/2015/494827/
https://thedoctorweighsin.com/can-surgery-teamwork-save-your-life/
https://www.rcsed.ac.uk/professional-support-development-resources/learning-resources/non-technical-skills-for-surgeons-notss
http://www.ed.ac.uk/surgery/staff/surgical-profiles/simon-paterson-brown
http://www.rcseng.ac.uk/patient-care/surgicall-staff-and-regulation/qualifications-of-a-surgeon/
http://www.rcseng.ac.uk/patient-care/surgicall-staff-and-regulation/qualifications-of-a-surgeon/
https://www.nuffieldhealth.com/consultants/mr-simon-gibson
https://www.nuffieldhealth.com/consultants/mr-simon-gibson
ttp://www.independent.co.uk/news/heart-valve-put-in-upside-down-newcastle-freeman-hospital-a7615156.html


Human factors, leadership, and communication, all included in non-technical 

skills, are the top three contributors to Sentinel Events, unexpected events in a 

healthcare setting that kill or harm patients and that are unrelated to the 

patients’ illness. 

As I learned, NOTSS is not about bad guys, remediation, catastrophic failure, 

blame/attribution, or extraordinary events. And there is no single vaccination 

for immunity. 

NOTSS is about normal people, places, organizations, and systems. It’s about 

recognizing complexity and optimizing performance. 

Situational awareness 

High on the list of necessary skills for effective surgeons is situational 

awareness, or being aware of what’s around you even as you focus on the task 

of surgery. Check out this video to test your own situational awareness. 

How can we enhance situational awareness? 

1. Pre-task briefing 

2. Sterile cockpit concept: Avoid unnecessary distractions 

3. Active information gathering through scanning 

4. Self-checking 

5. Cross checking: Ask other team members 

6. Re-check information after interruption or distraction 

7. Use open rather than leading questions 

8. Encourage junior staff to speak up if concerned 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sentinel_event
https://jjcunycognitivepsych.wordpress.com/2015/03/02/whodunnit/


9. Realize that even experts can make errors…and put a heart valve in 

upside down 

10. Have a safe word, such as “watermelon,” which means stop. And then 

use it. And stop  

Self-check and CUSS 

I’M SAFE is the mnemonic for a self-check list at the beginning of the day and 

when starting new or major procedures. Are you having any negative effects 

from the following? 

• Illness 

• Medication (e.g., codeine for a toothache, antihistamines for a cold, 

coping with a runny nose behind a surgical mask) 

• Stress (personal relationships and time pressures) 

• Abuse (substance and alcohol, and its after-effects) 

• Fatigue 

• Emotion (rudeness, anger, aggression, and personal grief) and Eating 

(impact of hypoglycemia) 

While observing surgeons, use CUSS for graded assertiveness: 

1. I am Concerned about what you’re doing 

2. I don’t Understand why you are doing what you’re doing 

3. I am Seriously worried about what you’re doing 

4. Please Stop what you are doing 

In 1977, KLM Flight 4805 and Pan Am Flight 1736 collided on the runway in 

Tenerife, killing 583 people, the deadliest airplane accident in history. Captain 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenerife_airport_disaster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenerife_airport_disaster


Veldhuyzen van Zanten, KLM’s chief of flight training, and one of their most 

senior pilots took off without clearance, smashing into the other 747 on the 

runway. In 2009, Captain Chesley “Sully” Sullender landed a crippled airplane 

on the Hudson River, with no loss of life. In the former, other crew members 

were reluctant to question the captain. They died. In the latter, the team 

concentrated on doing the right thing at the right time. They lived.  

What do high-performing teams have in common? 

According to TeamSTEPPS, they 

1. Are responsible for ensuring that team members are sharing 

information, monitoring situational cues, resolving conflicts, and 

helping each other when needed; 

2. Manage resources to ensure the team’s performance; 

3. Facilitate team actions by communicating through information 

exchange sessions, such as after-action reviews; 

4. Develop norms for information sharing; and 

5. Ensure that team members are aware of situational changes to plans 

Good quality operating room leadership leads to decreased errors, reduced 

costs, improved safety, and increased compliance with standard operating 

procedures (SOPs). Despite that, 47% of surgeons believe decisions of the 

“leader” should not be questioned, as did the crew members of Captain van 

Zanten. Contrast that with the current 7% of pilots, a smaller percentage after 

changes were implemented following the Tenerife crash. 

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/pilot-pulls-off-a-miracle-on-the-hudson/
https://www.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/wysiwyg/professionals/education/curriculum-tools/teamstepps/instructor/fundamentals/module4/ebleadership.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jeffboss/2016/12/01/dont-skimp-on-the-after-action-review-6-reasons-why/


One solution for the 47% is to send your surgeons to Scotland for training. 

Another is for them to take the course at the annual American College of 

Surgeons meeting, where there is often a workshop on this topic. The book, 

Enhancing Surgical Performance, offers a detailed road map for “structuring 

observation, rating, and feedback of surgeons’ behaviors in the operating 

theatre.” Anyone involved in surgery—surgeons, nurses, residents, students—

will learn what to look for and how to perform to increase staff well-being and 

decrease patients’ deaths and errors in the surgical suite. I use this assessment 

with my surgeon coaching clients as I observe them in the operating room 

with their teams. The experience changes how they approach the surgery 

process. Becoming adept at non-technical skills literally changes lives for the 

better—patients’ lives. 

As the great sage Yoda said, 

“Do. Or do not. There is no try.” 
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Maggi is a family doctor and leadership coach who engages her audiences in highly interactive 

presentations. Maggi is a doctor’s doctor with a physician’s mind and a friend’s heart. As an executive 
coach, she blends a scientist’s thinking with empathy. She is a constant learner and serial focuser with 
a lifelong passion for sharing what she’s learned. She is an inspirational motivator, occasional 

humorist, and excellent listener and storyteller. She translates the latest research in leadership 
development into her coaching process and into entertaining and highly interactive presentations. She 
is an author, trainer, facilitator, and teacher (Georgetown University School of Medicine). Her 
authenticity and ability to communicate and connect emotionally with her audience through 
storytelling—combined with just enough humor—result in rave reviews and standing ovations. She 
embodies a warm, sincere approach in sharing lessons learned as she guides you in creating your own 
Leadership Expedition. Email Dr. Cary at drcary@thecarygroupglobal.com to learn more. 

 


